
Reception Home Learning- Week beginning 06.07.20 

  

 Literacy 

1 Capital letters, full stops and finger spaces 

Go through the ‘sentence writing’ PowerPoint and talk about the things we need to include to write a super sentence. 

Have a go at finishing off the sentences in the PowerPoint. Can you put a circle around your capital letter? Now put one 

around your full stop. Have you got a finger space between each word?  

2 Letter formation  

Have a look at the letter formation PowerPoint (start with the non-cursive version) and check you can form each letter 

correctly. It is important that your grown up watches you form the letters because sometimes they can look like they 

have been correctly formed even if they haven’t. Correct letter formation is really important so that you can join your 

letters when you get a bit older! If you can confidently form all 26 letters correctly then move on to the cursive 

PowerPoint and have a go at some of these – you might find it easier to look at these in groups of letters (for example 

c, a, d, g and o all have the same initial formation – if you can do a cursive c you can do the others. Similarly l, t, i, j, k, 

r, n, m, p and b all have the same initial formation).  

3 Sentence writing 

Remind yourself of what makes a super sentence. Have a look at the ‘at the zoo’ pictures below and write a super 

sentence to go with each one. Can you extend your sentence using ‘and’? For example: The lion has a fluffy mane and he 

looks a bit scary. Check you have used a capital letter at the beginning, have got a finger space between each word and 

have used a full stop at the end. You could even use an exclamation mark (!) if you are feeling confident.  

 Tricky Words and Phonics 

1 Diagraphs (ng, nk, sh, th, ch, ay, ee, oo)  

Check that you recognise each of these diagraphs (2 letters which make 1 sound) by sight. Can you remember the 

rhymes to go with each one? 

ng – a thing on a string 

nk – I think I stink 

sh – shhh says the snake to the horse 

th – the princess in the tower is rescued by the horse 

ch – the horse sneezes when the caterpillar’s hair goes up his nose 

ay – may I play 

ee – what can you see 

oo – poo at the zoo 

 

Write the diagraphs on individual pieces of paper/card. Choose 2 diagraphs and ask a grown up to say some words 

which contain the ones you have picked (there are some word lists below with examples for each sound). Can you hold 

up the right diagraph for the word? For example if you chose ‘ng’ and ‘nk’ and the word was ‘sing’ you would hold up the 

‘ng’ card.  

 

Grown-ups – challenge your child to write the words which contain these diagraphs (you can use the word lists below). 

It might be a good idea to focus on one or two per day rather than all of the sounds at once. We are finding that 

children can recognise the sounds but are finding it tricky to know which 2 letters to use when applying it to their 

writing. Practising writing words containing these diagraphs little and often will help them to consolidate their 

knowledge.  

2 Letter names  

Please spend a bit of time making sure you know the names of each letter of the alphabet. The alphabet song is a good 

place to start with this but you also need to be able to match each letter to its name by sight. If you are using videos 

of the alphabet song (on youtube etc) please try to find a version that uses ‘zed’ not ‘zee’. Ideally you need to know the 

letter names both in and out of order so that you don’t have to sing through the whole alphabet each time you want to 

work out the name of a letter!  

3 Tricky words (reading and spelling)  

Have a look at the tricky word list and see how many you can read (these are mostly words you can’t sound out – you 

just have to learn them). If there are any you are struggling with try and think of a little saying or an action to help 

you remember them. You could also try writing it out in a different colour to the others.  

 

Tricky words can be hard to spell because they are often words you can’t sound out. Try picking one tricky word each 

day and challenge yourself to memorise the spelling by bedtime. Remember to keep recapping the spellings you have 

learned so that you don’t forget them by the end of the week!  

 Maths 



1 Number formation (0 – 10) 

Usually in school we write our numbers 0 – 10 every day so that we form them correctly all of the time. Please have a 

look at the number formation PowerPoint and have a go at forming your numbers correctly. If there are any you find 

tricky (2, 3, 5 and 8 are usually the trickiest!) ask a grown up to do a dotty outline for you to trace and then have a go 

at writing the number out several times in a row until you have cracked it.  

2 Number recognition (0 – 20) 

Write the numbers 0 – 20 on individual cards/pieces of paper and test yourself to see how quickly you can say them all. 

You need to recognise these numbers out of order so muddle up the cards each time. You could really impress your 

grown-ups by talking to them about how the teen numbers are made (for example 17 is a bossy 10 and a 7, not a 1 and a 

7).  

3 Shape 

Have a go at some of the home learning challenges (attached) based on 2D shapes.  

 

Grown-ups – it would be really helpful if you could make sure your child can name and describe common 2D shapes. 

When we talk about 2D shapes we use the vocabulary sides and vertices (corners). To check on their understanding 

you could ask some of the following questions while completing the shape work: 

How do you know that is a square?  

How is it different to a rectangle?  

How many sides does a triangle have?  

What do you notice about the number of sides and vertices a shape has? (usually the same for 2D shapes) 

 

If you are confident with 2D shapes then see how many 3D shapes you can name. When we talk about 3D shapes we use 

the vocabulary faces and edges.  

 

 

Tricky words (activity 1) 

ng sing, song, long, thing, string, wing, bring, ring, king 

nk sink, think, rink, drink, link, wink, blink  

sh shop, shed, shell, fish, wish, dish, ship, shin 

th path, that, this, thud 

ch chop, chip, chin, chick 

ay play, may, say, day, way, stay 

ee keep, sleep, beep, see, free 

oo zoo, moon, soon, too 

 

Tricky words (activity 3) 

the my you go no be 

we he she said your all 

was of off away I to 

and it is for they on 

his her like are saw what 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


